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Associated Students General Election: March 21 and 22

Open forum brings debate, controversy
IR.) Jena forres
DAILY SrAtt WRITER
Sophomore Erika Jackson was upset
at what she called the "unprofessional
and disrespectful" conduct of Associated
Students President Leo Davila at the
A.S. Student Elections Candidate Forum
on Monday.
Jackson
said
Davila, the two-year
president who ran
on the Spartan Party
slate, snickered after
she asked the candidates about the relationship
between
A.S. and the Student
Union board.
Davila
"I heard him say,
’Liar, liar,’ " Jackson said. "You know,
when people pretend to sneeze?"
Visibly disturbed, she looked at Davi-

Blood
donors
give from
the heart
Hy J.E. Espino
Dmi.N.StAttWauta
Amy Girot said she had to participate
in the blood drive that took place from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday in front of the
Ninth Street modulars.
"Every time I see something like this,
I donate," the nursing major said. "It’s a
good thing to do because people are
always in the need of blood.
"I’m educated in the subject. It makes
me realize the necessity of donating."
Girot was one of a handful of students to give blood not enough to
make the drive a smashing success or
make an impact in the ongoing blood
supply shortage in the Bay Area.
By 2:30 p.m. the Peninsula/South
Bay Center had collected about eight
units or eight pints, according to Diana
Hopper, a nurse working in the blood
bank’s research department.
She said 40,000 Aunts of blood are
needed daily from around the country to
keep a stable supply.
In the last decade, however, Hopper
said the bank has seen a shortage.
Young people, she said, are not as
committed to donating as the generations who grew up during World War II
and the Vietnam War.
Jerry Biggs, a registered nurse with
the bank, said he thinks the reason students on campus do not participate is
they believe the procedure is time consuming.
see BLOOD, Page 3

Proposed recreation center under fire
By Christina Lucarotti
amtvStItamSTAftWwir.p
Among the concerns raised at the
Students for Students meeting Sunday was whether students at San Jose
State University would benefit from
the propoAed recreation center.
"It doesn’t make sense to make us
pay more for something we don’t
need," said Leena Mahdi, a member of
la and addressed him about his behavior.
"I told him he was disrespecting me
and the candidates," Jackson said. "I
think that was wrong, and I think people
need to know."
Angie Fernandez, a sophomore major-

the newly formed group opposed to the
recreation center referendum.
The referendum, which would
result in an increase of student fees
and the construction of a new 97,773square-foot facility, will be on the
March 21 and 22 Associated Students
General Election ballot.
A.S. campus recreation created the
referendum, and it was put on the ballot in a unanimous vote by the A.S.

board of directors.
The Associated Students campus
recreation program serves about 5,000
of SJSU’s 27,000 students per semester and progrtuns most of its events in
the Event Center and Spartan Complex, according to Chris Koperniak,
manager of A.S. ctunpus recreation.
If the recreation referenduin is

ing in public relations, agreed that Davila’s actions at the forum were inappropriate.
"It shows his character and misrepresentation," Fernandez said.
Davila denied he made any remarks

after Jackson’s question.
He said he grinned after Jackson’s
comment because he thought she was a
Student Union employee.
Davila said, however, that he did not
snicker at Jackson’s question.

cooa clay,

see STUDENTS, Page 3

"I have no idea why" Jackson became
upset, Davila said.
The opposing views characterized the
rest of the open forum, which consisted of
a panel of IMPACT and Spartan party
candidates running in the A.S. General
Election on March 21 and 22.
The two parties were opposed on nearly every subject that was brought up by
the 30-member audience and the panel
of three students that asked questions.
Responding to Jackson’s question
about the relationship between A.S. and
the Student Union board, IMPACT Party
presidential candidate Maribel Martinez
said that although they may not always
agree, she hopes members of both organizations can voice their opinions in a
respectable and comfortable environment.
Michelle Johnson, the Spartan Party
See

FORUM, Page 3
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Cere Gillette, a communication studies major, enjoys the warm weathwhile reading "Looking Backward" for her rhetoric and public life class.
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Gillette took advantage of the sunshine Monday and studied outside near
Tower Hall.
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Poorly attended fair shares nutrition gems
13N halm k

Y.shie sellnui oath .sraff
Kelly Carter, left, from the American Heart Association, uses the Automatic External Defibrillator (AED) on Niko Shido, an art/digital media major, to demonstrate one of the Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) processes at the Student
Union on Monday.

Organizers of the National Nutrition
Month Fair tried to lure students with
free gummy bears, nutritional bars and a
raffle giving away restaurant gift certificates and grab bags.
Students missed an opportunity.
A few dozen, however, learned new
tips at the nutrition fair Monday in the
Student Union.
Most went on with their daily lunch
routine.
The fair was held in celebration of
National Nutrition Month and was presented by the National Education Action
Team and the Student Health Center.
NEAT, a student-run organization
under the Student Health Center, advocates working to promote healthy eating
behaviors and attitudes among San Jose
State University students.
The organizers promoted healthy
lifestyles with a number of different
tables at the event.
NEAT members Heidi Sanchez and
Shoshanna Orzech both ran the Sports
Nutrition table.

Sanchez, a senior majoring in nutrition, said the organization’s aim was to
spread accurate nutrition information
and healthy lifestyle options to students.
Her table recommended drinking
juices instead of sport drinks.
After working out, the body needs fluids to replenish the electrolytes lost in
sweat, Sanchez said.
"A cup of juice will do the same effect
as sports drinks," she said.
Orzech, the presentation coordinator
for NEAT and a nutrition graduate student, said she made a connection with
some of the students who visited her
table.
Orzech said one student learned more
from a 20-minute conversation with her
than during four visits she had with a
professional dietician.
"I’ve had a lot of good connections
with students," Orzech said.
Student Cesar Martinez said he took
advantage of the free glucose test provided by the Diabetes Society of Santa
Clara Valley
The society’s representative said the
normal blood sugar level ranges between
70 to 140 after a meal.

With all the stress Martinez has
endured from school and work, the social
work graduate student said his results
came out in the normal range.
"I felt relieved that everything is fine,"
Martinez said.
Julie Ashbaugh, another NEAT member and graduate student in nutrition,
said body image is a problem for college
women.
She said it isn’t so much of an eatingdisorder problem, such as anorexia and
bulimia, but more frequently over-exercising and under-eating.
One student said her problem wasn’t
not eating enough, but eating too much.
Ashbaugh recommended that she
should trying eating slowly and drinking
more water.
She added that eating less food could
help someone avoid bingeing.
One poster at the fair stated, "Heart
disease is a slow, silent killer and can
begin in young adulthood."
Kelly Carter said she represented the
American Heart Association by informing students about heart-healthy
see NUTRITION, Page 3
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Baffled by the workings of a higher power

Letters
Student addresses
A.S. President Davila
Mr. Davila:

I tried to go by your office to tell you my comments
in person, but I was told you were not in and that you
did not have posted office hours.
As a student trying to contact my A.S. president, I
must say that this is unacceptable.
As Associated Students president, you, and all the
members of the board, have an obligation to be available to students who wish to take their concerns to
you.
That being said, let me move on to my real comments to you.
I found your behavior at today’s (Monday’s) Candidate Forum appalling.
You were rude, unprofessional and immature. Your
question about the $6 student fee (directed at Maribel
Martinez and Corina Herrera), which was supposed to
be asked in a way that both party’s candidates could
respond to, was a not-so-thinly veiled attack on the
IMPACT Party candidates. The question was inappropriate and should have been asked in board meetings
and not at the Forum.
In addition, when I asked my question regarding
the tension between the A.S. and the Student Union,
you showed me a considerable lack of respect by calling me a ’liar" under your breath.
My comment that the Spartan Daily reported the
tension between the two organizations is supportable,
and to be snickering and making comments while I
was trying to speak was rude, inappropriate and
immature.
The fact that you made these comments loud
enough for me and the candidates to hear shows me
that you have no concept of how to show respect to the
students you are supposed to represent.
When I reacted to your comments, your behavior
and the behavior of several other Spartan Party supporters showed your arrogance and why you should
have never been elected A.S. president.
As current A.S. president, you are the leader of the
Spartan party.
Your inunature behavior reflects not only on you,
but also on the party itself How are students supposed to believe that the Spartan Party candidates are
worth electing if the leader of their party shows such
unprofessional behavior and a blatant disregard for
people who have opposing viewpoints?
Prior to today’s forum, I had not chosen which candidates to vote for. Now I am a wholehearted IMPACT
Party supporter. Your thoughtless and childish behavior cost the Spartan Party not only my vote, but possibly the votes of others who witnessed your behavior or
read this letter.
I hope you are satisfied.

weekend, I felt like I was
This
really supposed to learn
something, but I’m not sure if
I did.
Jeanette, a friend of my family,
died about two weeks ago, and her
memorial service was Friday. During the summer, she had been diagnosed with ovarian cancer.
We knew she was very sick, and
we prayed she would live.
I wanted her to grow old with her
husband and watch her daughter
get married and have babies.
"Perhaps God could erase the
cancer completely and let the doctors be confused," I thought.
I knew this kind of thinking was
probably flawed because I once read
that, regardless of circumstances,
we should pray for the strength to
accept God’s plans.
Instead of holding tightly, and
sometimes bitterly, to what we
want, we’re supposed to surrender
to that which we cannot control.
I have trouble with this, especially when God’s plans don’t seem to
make any sense.
Justifying the inherently unfair

presents a challenge, and I couldn’t
come up with one good reason why
Jeanette should die.
My inability to explain it, however, didn’t prevent it from happening.
So instead of witnessing the
miraculous recovering for which I
had asked, I watched her family and
friends celebrate the life of someone
they loved.
They scattered her ashes and
roses into the sea and ate her signature desserts, which her daughter
made in her mother’s honor.
It’s strange to sit in the house of
someone who has died, surrounded
by her things.
Her books. Her paintings. Her
photographs. Her needlepoint. Her

Hummels. Her music. Her dog.
A year ago, she wasn’t sick. She
was throwing dinner parties and
impressing her guests with homemade chocolate truffles.
I sat on the bed in her daughter’s
old room and watched the way light
hit the walls and dresser mirror.
I wondered ifJeanette ever sat in
that room, observing the same brilliance of the afternoon sun.
Jeanette isn’t the first person
I’ve known to get sick, and her
death certainly wasn’t the first time
things didn’t work out the way I had
hoped.
My best friend’s sister, Alison,
died of Ewing cancer when she was
16, despite incessant prayers for a
miracle.
Since then, I’ve struggled to figure out why a loving and faithful
God would allow us to endure the
pain of losing loved ones.
Somewhere between the gross
discrepancy of what I think is right
and what actually occurs, I believe,
is a lesson.
Friday, I came to the simple conclusion that we aren’t meant to pro -
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Enka Jackson
sophomore
behavioral science/anthropology

Quote for the Daily:
"Anger makes dull men witty,
but it keeps them poor."
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Peer Ilealth Education Program
We want you to be a peer educator For
more informetion, call the Health building at
924.6136

i

SID artaci

Wednesday
Thd ay

Amocistion ISOTA)

a ni to 4 p m an the Seventh Street barbecue

Book drive Books will be collected and
1Separtment of Foreign Language*

donated to local charity Boxes are located in

Pretientation "Study Abroad and Foreign
Laaguages and Your Career" 11 30 m to 1
p m in the Almaden room, located in the Student Union For more information. call the
department of foreign languagee at 924-4607

the Central Claaaroom building, Room 203

School of Art and Destro

Gay Lesbian Bisexual Transgender
Alliance

pd For more information, call Paten Hum at
736-5940 or e mail sou msariehotmail nom

Meeting/discus/non, 5 p ni in the
Coetanoan room, located in the Student
Union For more information, coll Sharma at

Catholic Campus Ministry
Chicano Studie Mural Art Project
Weekly meeting. will be held in the

the Catholic Faith, 5 p m to 6 p ni at the

beautifying of the Chicano Studies depart
ment Everybody is welcome to help design

Campus Ministry Center, I.ated at 10th and
San Carl. streets For more information, call

coordinate and produce due project. 4 30 p
in the Department Conference room, located an
Uchida HIl For more information. call Anima

Sister Marcia at 938-1610, or visit ivww ejsuc
cm org

at 924.5760

MOnnie SJSU Multicultural Center
A celebration of Women s History Month

Society for Advancement of

Poetry Reading by Roopa Ramamoorthi, 8 p m
in the Multicultural Center, located in the Stu
dent Union For more information, call Ent

Student !limn Amphitheater For more information, call Marius Bang Tao et i 510a 385

Augnon at 924.6255

3243

Nutrition FAucation Action Team (NEAT)
Free nutrition couneeling at the SJS1T

Catholic Campti Ministry

Umon For more information,
Basler at earmustiOyehoo com

SpOrt ellitl

call Dana Cooper at 924.7910

Nutrition and Food Science (NuFS) Club
Guest speaker Done Fredericks. MEd Rd

with nutrition graduate students, 5 30 p m to
6 30 p ni at the Sport Club For more information. call Shoehanah at 924.61114

Clark Library

3 p m an the Central CIesroom building.
Room 122 For more information. call Herlinda

Student gallon. art exhibitions, 10 m
to 4 p m in the Art and Industnel Studies
building. For more information, call John or
Nicole at 924-4330
SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Beginning and mtermediatit tango lesson.
followed by open dancing, 7 p m to 9 p m in
SPX, Room 89 For more information, call 924 SPIN
BAJLE.

Management (SAM
Come to Improve your intervaewing skills
with Scholastic Ftecruit representataves at
your aide, 4 30 p m to 5 45 p m in the
Costanoan room, located in the Student

Meettng 7 p m to 8 p m in the Engineer
ins budding, Rama 248 For mon. information,

Book givmray Thousands of duplicate

at 512-1221

library books for free, by appointment t SJSU
Senior Road storage

located at 1875

Muslim Students Amociation
Islamic cultural fair Everyone is welcome

!hinter Road, Building B For more informs
Lion, call Collo Bakko at 924-2715

to come and experience the different cultures

Student Oneupallosal Therapy

of Islam Food ’and finning will be provided. II

RCIA Journey into and learn mon. about

inatIon. call Vanessa at 924-4578
Alpha Kamm Omega

Confidential hallhour Resew.

ejepirit.org

DJ Vinroc, DJ Apollo and the Triple Threat
Deejaya performing live. noon to 1 p m an the

Youth for Christ. 7 30 p m to 9 p m ut the
Guadalupe room, located m the Student
Union For more information, cell Sister Marna at 938.1610

Sea,.

GuAdo

la (Prot ulorl Inv at rhafge .
forwit,
nit domains fir tninfe nfen rion .arlouy,
domnd putolwatann des. gra, len." orv

Meditation
guided and instructional
All meditators welcome, 4 30 p m to 5 30 p ni
at th. Campus Ministry Chapel. located at 300

end oaff

S 10th St For more information, call R Whar
ton at 605-1687
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Imade the mistake of
cheerfully accompanying
my boyfriend Saturday to
the Department of Motor
Vehicles
(whose
motto
should be: "We bring the
Third World to you").
He’s never had a driver’s
license, so I was enthusiastic
about keeping him company
and lending moral support.
That
is,
until
we
approached the entrance of
the God -forsaken building.
A queue of about 30
angry-looking people dressed
in shorts and T-shirts
stretched out the front door
of the Santa Teresa DMV.
My first thought: "Ha ha!
We’re smart, we’ve made an
appointment and will be ushered to the front of the line."
I was so proud that my
education at San Jose State
University was about to pay
off.
I’d learned the most
important lesson from waiting in lines at Admissions
and Records: Make an
appointment and expect to
deal with stupid clerks who
have no idea what you’re
talking about and don’t have
a basic command of the English language.
My understanding of
bureaucracy was lacking,
though, as we finally found a
parking space and ran to the
front door.
First we had to stand in
line for information and then
were
ushered
to
the
"appointments" line.
We were greeted by a
beastly woman with big hair,
makeup and acid -washed
jeans who reminded me of
my childhood baby sitters in
the New Jersey 1980s.
I then cunningly found
out that the uber-long line
was for those who didn’t plan
ahead, and I made a mental
note: Always make an
appointment for registering
a vehicle on a Saturday.
After we found the appropriate line and settled in for
the hours-long wait, I decided to try and find a seat.
There were four seats in
the entire building, and I
swear, there was another
line for people waiting to sit
down.
I stood for about 15 min-

ct ()ill 1111 1( 1L1 \
utes, scoped out my competition for a seat and moved in
for the kill.
My position for the next
two hours was right next to
the door of the D1VIV.
Every time I turned my
head away from the entrance
and then back, a different
person was breathing down
my neck.
One gentleman smelled of
alcohol.
I can only hope he wasn’t
going to drive home.
A woman with a moustache and beard sauntered
into the building, looking
around for the correct line in
which to stand and wait.
I chuckled to myself with
self-indulgence judging by
the form she was holding, I
knew which line she had to
wait in.
The poor sap was in for a
four-hour wait, easily.
I had sympathy for her
that lasted about three minutes.
The maze of lines was so
unorganized and unending
that the DMV needed a uniformed guard to yell at the
people and keep them in the
correct one -foot -square area
of space.
I’m convinced the DMV
has the same rules about
personal space and lines that
most third -world countries
do.
At least third -world countries have more seating. I’ve
visited one.
But why travel there
when you can surround yourself with the same smelly,
rude human beings at your
local DMV?

’venire,
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Driven up the wall
by DMV’s asinine
cast of characters
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tect ourselves against grief and sorrow.
To most people, this may seem
obvious.
I’m the type of person, however,
who doesn’t want to own pets
because I know they’ll die someday.
We’ll all die someday.
Jeanette was a joyful woman, full
of life.
She smoked and drank and wore
big jewelry.
She had a gift for making people
feel at ease and welcomed in her
home.
She raised a strong, independent
daughter and was married to a man
whom she loved and who was in
love with her.
As I watched Jeanette’s daughter
and husband gracefully host a party
in remembrance of their beloved, I
realized that my prayer for Jeanette
to live had been answered.

Readers are encouraged to cpress thcor.ch.c, on the ()pinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be edited for
cluity, gnunmar. libel and length Submissions mast contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
Office in Dwight Dentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax to (408) 924-3237. e-mail at
SDAH.YrOjme.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of
Journalism and Maw Communications, San Jose State Ilniversity. One Washington
Square, San Jose. CA 95192-0149
Editorials are written by, end are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.

Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Spartan Daily., the School ot Journalism and Mass conummications Or MI
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FORUM: Opinions divide on Measure T, recreation center
continued from Page I
presidential candidate, said she
did not see any tension between
the two groups.
"I don’t know what tension
you’re talking about," Johnson
said.
Another issue the parties disagreed about was Measure T, a
referendum to amend the A.S.
bylaws, or the rules of A.S.
Akbar Shetty, the Spartan
Party candidate for vice president, said he supports Measure T.
Shetty said the measure
would ensure more student representation on the A.S. board of
directors by including a representative from every college at San
Jose State University.
Corina Herrera, Shetty’s opponent from the IMPACT Party,
whose acronym stands for Innovative Members Promoting Advocacy, Change and Trust, said she
is against the measure.

"I agree with having more student representation," Herrera
said. "Right now we don’t reflect
the entire student body. I don’t
agree with the process the bylaws
were presented in. I don’t agree
with replacing the bylaws with
new ones."
A completely new packet of
bylaws was presented instead of
an amended version of the old
bylaws, she said.
The candidates for the
IMPACT Party, which also
include Julie Rieken, who is running for controller, said the new
bylaws should have been presented with the old bylaws for a point
of reference.
Shetty said it would be too difficult to cross out and underline
the old bylaws.
"It would be quite confusing to
students," he said.
Shetty said, however, he would
like for students to be able to see
the old bylaws, but he is uncer-

tain that is possible.
Measure S, the referendum for
a new recreation center, is another issue the parties disagreed
about.
Members of the IMPACT
Party oppose the measure while
members of the Spartan Party
aditocate it.
"The recreation center would
be awesome, but the fees are too
high, and it’s not capped off,"
Martinez said.
Shetty said the referendum
sets a limit of an adjusted fee of
no more than the value of $100 in
the Bay Area today.
"Basically it’s going to be equal
to $100 today," he said.
Although the parties debated
somewhat on issues at the forum,
today they will debate head-tohead on issues.
Candidates from both parties
are scheduled to debate today at
12 p.m. in the Student Union
Amphitheater.

NUTRITION: Fad diets aren’t a quick cure for weight loss
continued from

Page I

lifestyles.
She explained and demonstrated an Automatic External
Defibrillator trainer.
"If someone’s not breathing, or
falls into cardiac arrest, it shocks
your heart," Carter said.
Nancy Kowalski presented a
table on the vegetarian lifestyle.
"There are a lot of pros and
cons to this kind of diet
one
has to be open to a wide variety of
foods," said Kowalski, a nutrition
major with a concentration in

dietetics.
"You have to know what you
can eat and what you can’t eat
and how to balance your diet,"
she said.
The hardest thing about vegetarianism is craving meat, she
said, but after a person passes
that stage, the body begins to
adjust.
Carolyn Agarnao said she isn’t
on campus much, but thinks most
people use fad diets to get immediate results.
"They are popular in this age
group," said Agarnao, a graduate

student in nutrition. "They think
fad diets are a quick cure to
weight loss."
She said she hoped to increase
student awareness about the
dangers of these fad diets.
Cheri Gorman, a junior majoring in psychology, said she tested
her blood glucose and learned a
few new health tips Monday in
the Student Union.
Like many college students,
Gorman said it’s difficult to be
healthy while at school.
"I’m so busy," Gorman said.
"It’s so hard to eat healthy."

STUDENTS: Some call for renovation , not a new building
continued from Page I
approved, the student activity
fee, which is currently $6 per
semester, would increase by $50
per semester during the 20022003 school year, $75 per semester during the 2003-2004 school
year and $100 per semester during the 2004-2005 school year.
After 2005, the fee would
remain $100 per semester, subject to adjustment based on the
local inflation rate.
Rita Chandler, director of
intramural sports and _open
recreation, said she supporW the
referendum because the program needs space to expand its
services.
"We just want the space to
keep growing," Chandler said.
"Everything we do is for the students, and if the students don’t
want it, we’ll come up with other
ideas."
As an alternative to the referendum, Dru Scott, a Students for
Students member, suggested
knocking down Event Center
walls to make room for a second
basketball court and opening up
the arena court for students to use.
"The Sport Club can be reno-

"We just want the
space to keep
growing. Everything
we do is for the
students, and if the
students don’t want it,
we’ll come up with
other ideas."
-Rita Chandler,
director of intramural
sports and open recreation
voted, but A.S. won’t look into
that," said Scott, a sophomore
majoring in recreation and
leisure. "There is plenty of room
to renovate, but A.S. won’t hear
of that."
Scott, who cited the recent
decline in enrollment, said she
was concerned that higher fees
would deter students from
attending SJSU because of Silicon Valley’s high price of living.
"If students aren’t coming
here now because of the
expense, how is raising fees
going to help?" Scott said.

The goal of Students for Students is to inform the campus
community about the referendum, said Annette Estrada, a
member of the group and student employee of the Event Center Sport Club.
During the meeting, Estrada
encouraged students to distribute fliers against the referendum
and encourage peers to vote.
Siobhan O’Brien, a freshman
majoring in liberal studies and
one of 20 students who attended
Sunday’s meeting, said she is
going to vote against the referendum.
"I cannot afford the increases
in tuition," O’Brien said. "It’s
fine if we want to renovate the
old one (Event Center), but we
don’t need a brand new one."
Chandler said that when
compared with the cost of joining a gym, she thinks the fee
increase would be reasonable.
"If you go to any gym, you’re
going to have to pay at least $25
a month, plus an initiation fee,"
she said.
Students for Students will be
having another meeting at 6:30
p.m. March 18 in the Umunhum
room of the Student Union.
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David Royal / Daily Staff
Supervising registered nurse Jerry Biggs
of the Blood Centers of the Pacific opened a line
on San Jose State University engineering major

Thoai Nguyen during Monday afternoon’s blood
drive. The procedure of drawing blood took
about 40 minutes to complete.

BLOOD: Students face needles, give time, get ’drained
continued from Page 1
"It can always be better, and it can always be
worse," he said. "They (students) have plans,
and they don’t think of the 40 minutes it takes."
On average it takes five to seven minutes to
physically draw blood. It becomes 40 minutes,
Biggs said, with the history form donors must
fill out, the short interview and the recovery
period once blood has been drawn out.
Nina Dominguez, an anthropology major,
said she decided to donate on the spot, after
returning from the Student Services Center.
This is the second time she has donated blood.
"I can help save lives," she said.
Dominguez said she believes students do not
participate in the drive because they do not
know what to expect.
"Giving blood doesn’t sound like a very
appealing thing to do," she said.
Although Neal Blasco, an aviation mAjor. was
not participating in the blood drive, he said
other students steer clear from drives because
they are afraid of needles and are too busy with
classes.
"I heard it’s pretty draining they take like
a pint of blood," Blasco said. "They (donors) get
lightheaded and feel a little woozy. It’s kind of
cool."

Dominguez, however, said side effects do not
last long.
"Sometimes you feel a little lightheaded, but
it goes away with a little juice," she said.
Hopper and Biggs suggest students interested in donating arrive well-hydrated.
According to Biggs, the majority of the population can donate or convince someone to give
blood.
"We survive on people coming by," Biggs said.
Hopper said the blood drawn from one donor
can be separated into components, including
plasma, platelets and red blood cells.
With one platelet donation, or the blood-clotting factor, four to six cancer patients can be
treated, she said.
Girot said personal issues may trigger students to donate.
"There’s always going to be someone in your
life who’s going to need a blood donation," she
said.
The blood bank gives donors cranberry juice,
cookies and crackers once blood has been
drawn, Biggs said.
He said the real treat is not in the snacks the
bank offers donors.
"The reward is in the heart, knowing that
you gave something to the community," Biggs
said.
T
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The Peanut Gallery
Restaurant offers relaxing atmosphere for students and faculty
By Erik Anderson
DAILY SENIOR

Sim
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Good food, cheap prices and
a place where someone knows
your name are perhaps just a
few of reasons that keep
patrons coming back to
Peanuts.

REVIEW
Whether a student, a faculty
or staff member, an alumnus, or
local resident, one trip to
Peanuts will often bring another - if it hasn’t already.
"The first time was so good,
we had to come back," said Kimberly Noble, a freshman on the
women’s volleyball team.
It’s not just that the food is
good - it is - or that the owner is
unbelievable friendly - he is - or
that the patrons are friendly as
well - they are, or that the help
are courteous, helpful as well as
friendly - they are, for Peanuts
is all that and more.
I tried the ham and eggs.
Served with hash browns
and two slices of toast, my
hunger was more than satisfied.
The eggs, sunny side up,
with firm whites and a running
yolk, were as tasty as could be,
and the toast was fresh and
crisp.
My only dislike was with the
hash browns. Although there
was more than plenty, they had
the look and feel of mashed

potatoes.
For someone who likes hash
browns light and crisp, I found
this fact somewhat disconcerting.
I tried the bacon cheeseburger with fries.
The bacon and lettuce were
crisp and the tomato was fresh.
The hamburger patty, however,
was a little too done and could
have been thicker.
I loved the fries.
This sandwich shop, which
in terms of value has probably
the best breakfast around, is
what all sandwich shops used
to be about.
From breakfast specials such
as two eggs, hash browns and
toast for $1.89, to bacon, lettuce
and tomato sandwiches with
fries for $3.35, to a glass of
Chablis for $1.65, this deluxe
shop has value.
A pitcher of beer comes to
just under $4.95 ($4.35 at
happy hour).
Peanuts has two TVs.
"If you want a place to read
the newspaper and talk and
watch sports, this the place to
go," said Cliff Jarvis, who was
with his friend, Vasanthie
Abeyratne, a fine arts major at
San Jose State University.
Peanuts has compassion.
Evelyn Ahumada, a freshman in public relations, said
Peanuts owner Myun Chang
helped her out when she was
short of money.
"He let us put it on a tab,"
she said. "We usually paid him

back about a week later."
Peanuts has history.
Emilio "Chick" D’Arpino, a
retired brick mason, who is currently co-sponsoring an essay
contest with several departments on campus, including the
physics department, said he
remembered going to the
restaurant in the late 1940s
and early 1950s.
Across the street from the
restaurant was the San Jose
High School, where he was a
student, he said.
"We used to cut classes to
come in here," D’Arpino said.
For some, the restaurant has
its traditions.
Doug Henslee and Mike
Newkirk, lecturers within the
philosophy department, stop by
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings when they make
the trip together over the Santa
Cruz Mountains from Aptos.
"We usually get there early
enough before the work day
begins to have breakfast. Chick
usually joins us," Henslee said.
What he liked most about
Peanuts was the hash browns.
"They use fresh potatoes," he
said, which the owner, Myun
Chang, confirmed.
Sometimes Peanuts is a
place to relax.
Joseph Becker, a chairman of
the physics department, said he
usually visits Peanuts on Fridays after playing racquetball
with colleague Garcia Alejandro.
"This is a real university

hangout," Becker said. "Everybody stops by here for coffee."
Jim Freeman, a professor of
electrical engineering, said he
has been coming to Peanuts two
or three times a day for more
than 18 years.
"It’s the unofficial office of
the engineering college," Freeman said. "Whenever we want
to get out of the building ... to
talk about anything from basketball to the necessity of doing
homework, we go to Peanuts."
Freeman said he also considered Chang a friend.
"We’ve known each other a
long time," he said.
Chang’s wife, Shumei, who
bought Little Palace, a Chinese
talceout restaurant next door,
more than 11 years ago, said
although her husband likes to
talk, he is a hard worker as
well.
Chang, owner of Peanuts
since 1982, said he was only 27
years old when he purchased
the restaurant with his father
and three sisters.
Later, he became sole owner
as his father and sisters and
sold their interest, he said.
He speaks to his customers
as friends. And that is what
brings people back through the
front door.
Dave Parent, an assistant
professor in electrical engineering, said he appreciated the
warmth he found at Peanuts.
"The idea of being a regular
of some place is nice," he said.
"I’ve never had that before."

,.,;$

t istopher Gainey Daily Map
Peanuts is located across from San Jose State University on San
Fernando Street between Sixth and Seventh streets. Hamburgers,
sandwiches and a juice bar can be found there. The restaurant is
open Mondays through Thursdays from 6:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Fridays from 6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Saturdays from 7:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.

Toadies return with an eclectic, mature sound
By Julian J. Ramos
DAILY STAFF WHI it

R

The Toadies are back with their
first album in almost seven years.
They had a hit song back in
1995 called "Possum Kingdom"
and then faded into obscurity.

REVIEW
One of the lyrics from the song
is "Do you wanna die?" which is
repeat,ed again about eight times
toward the end.
Beavis and Butt-Head particularly liked that part of the song
while watching the video on their
MTV show.
The Toadies’ first album, "Rubberneck," was released in August
1994, but didn’t become a hit until
1995.
The video for "Possum Kingdom" became a hit on MTV, and
the song was played often on radio

stations across the country
By 1996, the album had sold a
million copies and had gone platinum.
They will try to repeat that success with their follow-up album.
"Hell Below/Stars Above" is
scheduled for a March 20 release
date.
The Fort Worth, Texas-based
band returns with three of the
four members from the "Rubberneck" album.
Lead singer Todd Lewis, bassist
Lisa Umbarger, drummer Guy
Vaughan and guitarist Clark Voegler, who took over the spot after
Darrell Herbert left the group, collaborated on the album.
Also returning are producers
Rob Schnapf and Tom Rothrock.
The Toadies have a loyal following in their home state, particularly in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.
There are many fan -created
Web sites, and those fans have
been waiting for another Toadies

Photo courtesy of Interscope Records
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GMAT

Candidate Forum
Monday, March 12,2001
12:00-1:00 pm in the
A
hitheater

It’s fast-paced, and it rocks.
Among the slow songs on the
album is "Pressed Against the
Sky."
The song is mellow and easy on
the ears.
Oh, and the track "Sweetness"
is not about former Chicago Bear
Walter Payton.
It’s about finding the sweetness
in another person.
Overall, the Toadies come back
with a solid, well-crafted followup.
The veteran musicians and veteran producers spent the time off
between albums honing their
sound, and it was well worth it.
Their sound is more mature
than a lot of the bands out there
now.
A seven-year hiatus between
albums can do that.

album.
With "Hell Below/Stars Above",
the band returns with a solid
album that may produce a hit or
two for the band.
There is a good mix of fastpaced arid slow-tempo songs on
the 12-track album.
The first single scheduled for
release is "Push the Hand."
Toadies fans were able to vote
on what song would be the first
single from the album on the
band’s Web site and they chose
"Push the Hand."
In the song, Lewis sings the
line, ’What the hell are we stepping into now?"
Well, it may just be another hit
song.
The track is energetic and
catchy.
Another potential hit is "Heel."
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Practice
Makes Profit!
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Kaplan’s GMAT prep course features great resources for practice and review
A higher
can lead to a higher salary out of a top business school.
Sign up with Kaplan today

score

Candidate Debate
Tuesday, March 13, 2001
12:00-1:00 pm in the
Amphitheater
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GMAT

classes start March 17.

Call today to reserve your seat!

yourself!
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The SPARTAN DAILY
GERONTOLOGY PROGRAM
makes no ciaim for products
Experienced Office Assistant.
or services advertised below
12 hrs/wk, flexible. $13/hr.
nor is there any guarantee
Apply SJSU - HR Bldg. BB,
implied. The classified
SRNICB00-124
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
FULL AND PART TIME WORK
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the available for a limited marketing
newspaper.
project in major home improvement centers in the greater San
Jose area. Work days are Thursday through Sunday. Flexible
hours. Salary plus performance
bonus. Project runs March July. One year sales or marketCASHIER, JAPANESE OSUSHI ing experience & reliable transTake -Out. M -F: 12-2pm & 5:30- portation required. Call M -F. 118pm. Sat: 12-2pm & 5-8pm. 426 5 EST, toll free 1-877-710-2847.
W. Capitol Expy. Ask for Mitsuye
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
EXPANDING CO: Meaningful 4th & Santa Clara Chevron. All
work, help dev disabled adults shifts, part-time, weekends avail.
live independent lives. $9+. 147 E. Santa Clara St. or call
248-4464x1 0
408-295-3964, ask for Ofelia.

EMPLOYMENT
General

GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
For Pert -Time and
help needed for srnall exclusive Full -Time Positions, call
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Must be reliable, honest, able to
Fast placement, no fees
do physical work. Prefer exp Office jobs in local companies
working w/ dogs, but will train. Students/grads/career change
Great oppty for dog lover. Can TempfTemptoHire/Direct Hire
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
Call 371-9115.
Phone: (650) 320-9698
Fax: (650) 320-9688
CROCODILE CAFE Now Hiring www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
for Servers, Bartenders, Bussers
Hosts No expenence necessary
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Apply 0 Valley Fair Mall 2-4pm, Party rental business. Perfect
Mon -Fn or call 408-260-1100
for students. Earn $250 Every
weekend. Must have reliable
VALET PARKERS - Part-time, truck or van. Heavy lifting is
evenings & weekends in Los required. 408-292-7876.
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
neat in appearance with good
$1500 Weekly Potential
customer service skills. Must be
mailing our circulars. Free
able to drive a 5 speed and information. Call 202-452-5901.
have a valid CDL. Immediate
opening & flexible schedules COUNSELORS Gang Prevenbon
available. Earn $7-$8/hr. + tips. and After School Program Staff.
Please call 408-364-0240. PfT Positions, 10-25 hours a
Golden Gate Valet.
week $10-$12/hour. Call 408287-4170 ext 251 for more info
EDUCATIONAL/THEATER CO and app. Or Fax resume to 408seeks PT office help. Phones, 287-8025 Attn: Dept WS. See
inventory, various admin duties. www.girlscountsofscc.org for
$10/hr. Call 408-265-5096.
details & other Girl Scout jobs.
AA/E0E
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS:
HOPE Rehabilitation Services CLUB WILD: NOW HIRING
a non-protit agency which offers Waitress, Barback, Bathroom
a variety of quality services for Attendants & Front Door ID Peradults who have developmental son. Call 408-286-WILD. Iv msg.
disabilities, has P/T & F/T
employment opportunities.
WET PAID For Your Opinions%
11 you are interested in being
Earn $15-$125 and more
a roommate to a developmenper survey!
tally disabled individual in www.money4opinions.com
exchange for rent: or assisting
someone during the week with OFFICE - PROGRAM ASST.
daily living skills such as gro- Flexible Hours / Good Wa9es
Contact "Kids to Camp
cery shopping ($10/hr) call
408-971-6000
Lynne at 408/282-0415.
If you would like information kidstocamp4110hotmail.com
about the FT, benefitted posiCRUISE SHIP JOBS!
tions of job coach and instructor
P/T-summer or F/T Career
(day program or work activity)
Call
Now: (800) 3514464
or PT substitute positions in
various programs ($9/hr) call
AMERICANS FOR
ASIAN
Valerie in HR at 408/748-2890.
We have flexibility to work COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Located
in
San Jose, we are a
around a student schedule for
growing community based
the PT work & are located close
nonprofit
established
in 1973.
to SJSU. Our FT positions come
with excellent benefits. This is a As a multi service agency, our
diverse services include
good opportunity to get practical
experience in the field & work language & culturally -proficient
with a great group of clients & mental health services, senior
services, youth services,
staff. NI majors welcome.E0E/AA
a primary care health clinic
and a domestic violence
CHILDREN’S Theater Workshop
needs leaders We train. 1-10 hrs prevention/education program.
per week. Reliable transportabon We are hiring for the following
FT/ PT positions.
needed. Good Pay Must have
Mental Health Counselors:
experience working wrth children.
Provide
direct mental health
Call Carol at 408-265-5096.
rehabilitiation services to
Fax resumes to 408-265-8342.
agency’s clients.
Requirements: BA/MA in
MODELS & MAKE-UP Artists
needed for new photo business. behavioral sciences or related
field, fluent in vietnamese
Great opportunity to jump-start
a plus.
your modeling career w/FREE
Youth Counselors:
photo shoots & portfolio. MakeUp artists earn $30-$40/hour. Provide counseling assistance
to youths. Requirements:
CGO Photography. 97 Boston
BA/BS is behavioral sciences
Ave, San Jose 408-971-3537.
or equivalent experience.
Family Advocates Domestic
ACUFACTS SECURITY
Violence Program:
Great for Students!
Provide counseling and
Apply Online!
guidance at emergency
F/T &
shelter for battered women
Top Pay / Benefits
Requirements: BA/BS in
Call Sandy at 408-286-5880.
behavioral sciences or
W WAY aculacts.com
equivalent experience,
DOORMAN NEEDED
Volunteers Always Needed!
Mature Minded & Diplomatic
Send resumes to.
2 / 3 nights per week
AACI
Apply in person
Human Resources
Britannia Arms
2400 Moorpark Ave. N300
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose
San Jose. CA 95128
Fax: (408) 975-2745
PT EVENING RECEPTIONIST Email roland.acupido@aactorg
Downtown nonprofit seeks
detail-onented evening recap.
WOMEN - BE AN ANGEL
Fun. energetic environment!
BE AN EGG DONOR
$10-$12/hour, M-Th. 5-9pm,
Family Fertility Center
Avail now. Fax: 279-7586.
is seeking bright, responsible,
Mail: Next Door Solutions,
non-smoking women ages 21-30
1181 N. 4th St. suite A,
with good medical history.
Generous compensation.
San Jose, CA 95112.
www.nextdoor org
1-800-939-6886

pa.

WAITPERSON NEEDED
Evening & Weekend Shifts AVM.
Salary + Tips a Meals.
Apply in person.
Britannia Arms
5027 Almaden Exp. San Joses
$10/hr GUARANTEED
Work on campus FfT or P/T for
as little as 5-10 hrs/wk or as
many as 40 hrs/wk. Be your
own boss. Create your own
schedule. Limited positions.
Call 1-800-808-7442 x 80
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Teach
teens & adults. Company car &
training provided. No expenence
necessary. Over 21, HS grad.
Work when you want. Pay
negotiable. 408-971-0244.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Friendly, Alert. Considerate
We Train Student Friendly.
All Shifts. Graveyard Bonus
408-247-4827

STAR ONE CREDIT UNION,
Sunnyvale. Be a part of the
largest Credit Union in Santa
Clara County. We are looking
for great employees who want
to join our winning team We
offer generous compensation &
benefits. including medical, dental,
vision, life, 401k, a retirement
plan, discount employee loans
& education assistance. These
benefits are also available to
part-time employees who work
20 hours or more a week.
TELLER - Code: 122SD
Fulltime/Part-Time,
No Weekends, No Sales Quotas.
Process and balance member
transactions.
Requires
HS
diploma and 6 months teller
experience or extensive cash
handling skills,
STATEMENT / SUPPORT
Code 129SD
Assist with high volume mail
processing, verifying incoming
mail deposts & loan payments
for accuracy. Post transactions
to appropriate accounts. Assist
in mail distribution & metering.
Process change of address
requests and check reorders.
Must possess good working
knowledge of computers and
Microsoft Windows programs,
including Word. Good communication and customer service
skills. Desirable to have held a
similar position for at least one
year in a financial institubon.
Please send resumes to
jmestarone.org or fax to 408756-2565 & include job code.
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
PART-TIME WORK w/ flex hours
Part-time or full-time in summer.
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 15.00 base - appt.
50 new openings to fill in
customer sales/service
No experience necessary
Endorsed by Nabonal
Academic Advisory Board
llam -4pm
Call 615-1500
www.workforstudents.com/sjsu
FRATERNITIES SORORITIES
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1,000-$2,000
this semester, with the easy
Campusfundraisercom
three hour fundraising event.
No sales required. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly,
so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime, Flexible hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose
MARKETING INTERN - ID Tech
Camps, in Campbell, thru May.
20 hrs/wk. For Credit: No Pay.
Without Credit: Pay is $10/hr.
Work in super fast -paced setting. National startup seeking
organized. professional intern
with a great attitude who is willing to learn. Place ads in magaines, newspapers & online publications. Research publicabons,
maintain marketing database.
maintain budgets. Work on ad
fulfillment. Have fun. Flex hours.
Qualifications: Knowledge of
Word, Excel, Ernail applications.
Very detailed. Enjoy speaking
on phone. Energebc Markebng or
Business major. 408-626-9500
or hr intemalDrive.com

TRAVEL the WORLD!
Cruise Ship Jobs Available
’Call: (800) 351-4464

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/nannies

EMPLOYMENT
Tutors

GET PAID $20/HOUR
Looking for a student with a
Speech & Communication major
to work with a 3 year old boy in
San Mateo. A quick learner, very
smart, is speech therapists’ dream.
to work with. Flexible days/ hours.
Call Megan 650-579-3603.
INTERESTED IN TUTORING
young children with special
needs? Come to our Applied
Behavioral Analysis Workshop
to learn successful techniques
for working with autistic children.
Excellent experience for those
studying psychology, education,
child development, speech and
occupational therapy. Flexible
employment opportunities to fit
your schedule are available atter
training Sponsored by Families
for Effective Autism Treatment.
Saturday & Sunday Mar. 24 & 25.
2001, 9:30am - 4:30pm. Place:
PHP, 3041 Olcott St. Santa
Clara 95054 Workshop cost:
$50 ($25 for students - bnng ID)
For more info: 408-514-6737 or
visit www.php.com/leathtm.
TUTOR WANTED for 6 year old
son with autism. No experience
needed. Training will be provided Ed. Child Dev. or Psych
major
preferred
but
not
required Good pay. In Santa
Clara. Call WI 408-544-5732 or
yhjung pacbell.net.

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc.

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun & earn S8-$15
per hour Call 867-7275
TEACH DRIVER TRAINING
Full or Part Time - $12/hr
Flex hours, Will train
408-768-0566

SWIM TEACHERS - Now hiring
warm, caring teachers for yearround swimming lessons in our
brand-new, state-of-the-art indoor
facility. Experience a plus. No
experience? We will train you,
Choose your hours as few as 4
or as many as 40 hours/week.
Morning, afternoon, evening &
Saturday positions available.
Apply al Almaden Valley Athletic
Club, 5400 Camden Ave., SJ (408) 445-4913.

UFEGUARDS / Swim Instructors
CHURCH NURSERY Attendant No experience necessary. Will
Sundays 9:30am-12:30pm $10/hr train. Flexible hours. FT/PT.
Grace Baptist Church 295-2035 Fun work environment. Close to
SJSU. (408) 298-1717 x 34.
P/T NANNY for boys 3 & 6 in Los
Altos. M:11 :30-6pm. Tu, Th: 2-6 YOGA INSTRUCTOR: Need a
pm. Musts: Valid CDL, N/S. Gd job with a positive working enviRefs. Call Diana 650-968.0167. ronment? Join the YMCA!
Certified Yoga instructor needed
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT &FT to teach evenings. Contact Debi
Established Los Gatos agency
408-226-9622 x 26. EOE.
seeks warm. caring students
for part and lull time
SWIM COACH Mountain View
nanny positions.
year round swim team seeks
We list only the best jobs!
both experienced & trainee
Hours flexible around school coaches, immediate hire. Hours
from 15 hrs / wk +
4-6pm, Mon-Fri. Benefits, vaca$14-$18/HR
tion, coach education. Contact
STANFORD PARK NANNIES Jose Bonpua lamvac 0aol.com
408-395-3043
408-732-3432
wvinv.spnannies.com
SUMMER CAMP JOBS IN
CHILD CARE- Earn extra $$
THE SANTA CRUZ MTNS!
working a special event on
Counselors and Specialists
March 22-24, 2001. Temp.
for Resident girl’s camps.
Flex hrs. $10.00/hr. Exp/ref req
Lifeguards, food service and
1-800-942-9947
maintenance staff needed.
June-Aug. Salary bnfts
TOWN & COUNTRY Resources
408-287-4170 x 220 or
is a nanny placement agency
www.girlscoutsofscc.org.
looking for students who want to
be a nanny. We ’have many
LIFEGUARDS & SWIM
types of positions available.
Instructors Needed.
Part-time & full-time afternoon
We will train.
positions: $15-$20/hour. 2-3 full
Call YMCA 0 370.1877x18.
days per week: $300 - $600/
week. Part-time mornings: $15- REC LEADER for Private School
Hiring PfT staff to work with
$20/hr. Full-time off by 5 pm:
Up to $3500/month. Part-time K.5th graders, 3pm-6pm, M.F.
& full-time summer positions.
$9.50-$12.00 per hr.
South Bay. Peninsula. & East Bay. Fax resume to 408-871-4320
NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
or e-mail Kimc eharkerorg
Call Town & Country Resources
1-888-T72-3999 www.tandcr.com DAY CAMP Leader $9.50-$11ffir
Work w/kids ages 3-13 outdoors
Mon-Fri, 6/25-8/17, 9:30-3:30.
Must be available all 8 weeks.
Call for an app. 866-2771.

$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
Univ Students/Grads/Faculty BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work
w/ children w/ autism competiContact California Cryooank
1-650-324-1900, M -F. 8-4 30 tive pay. flex hrs. Psy. Ed. OT.
Sp Ed. Child Dev & related fields
TELEMARKETER NEEDED P/T Arrylee 408-945-2336, menbon ad
Work from home dunng the day
$12/hr a bonuses Can eam $20a
I
f
hou Y
financial planning seminar Call
Bill at 408-972-2108

PRESCHOOL TEACHEFTS AIDE
(Recreation Leader II) Salary:
$11.98 to $14.56 per hour, plus
benefits. Position is 20 or 30 hrs
per week based on final candidate’s schedule. The City of
Mountain View’s Recreation
division is seeking an energetic,
creative individual who loves to
teach and wants to join a team
of great people! We are looking
for a Preschool Teacher’s Aide
who can assist the Recreation
Coordinator in teaching year
round preschool programs.
Major duties include: teaching,
program planning, supervision,
room prep/selup and to oversee the use of the facility.
Qualificabons: High schooll grad
or equivalent, plus one year of
preschool or recreation desired.
Apply: City of Mountain View.
Employee Services Dept ; 500
Castro St. Mountainn. View. CA:
(650) 903-6310 or you can
obtain a copy of the City application and job announcement
by going to our city’s website at:
wryinv.c.mtnview.ca.us. Position
open until filled; applicants are
encouraged to apply early. EOE
AQUATIC STAFF NEEDED
11 you enjoy being around the
water and want to be paid for it,
then the YMCA of Santa Clara
Valley has Me job for you! We
will train you to lifeguard and/or
instruct swim lessons We have
indoor and outdoor pools. Some
advantages of the YMCA are flexible hours. compeffirve salary
and great benefits we have full.
time & part-tirne posibons open
You must be at least 16 years of
age. enioy working with people,
and have the desire to give back
to the commundy There are 8
locabons in the Santa Clara Valley
to choose from so Call 408869-1010, Fax 408-351-6477 or
Email YMCAJOBOscvymca org
TRAINING PROVIDED

EARN $250044500 storytelling,
lip-synching
playing dodgebAll
Jefurryra Camp needs experienced.
creative & energebc counselors LOVE KIDS...LIKE TO SWIM?
Call 650-694-4650 for applicabon. Now hiring caring teachers.
Experience a plus. No experi
BUILDING ATTENDANT posi- ’mice? We will train you. Year.
tions Campbell Recreation $10. round swim lessons in brand
Flexible hours 408-866-2741
new indoor teaching facility.
a ur ay pos
DAY CAMP JOBS! Counselors available Complimentarv athletic
wanted for San Jose Day Camp club membership is included.
with emphasis on sports, art. Apply at AVAC Swim School.
environment and mulb-cultural 5400 Camden Ave. SJ 95124.
programs for girls Mon -Fri, Call todaym (408) 445-4918.
June - Aug. Salary benefits Now Interviewinglii
Call 287-4170 x 220

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTORS & LEADERS
Would you like to visit venous
attractions this summer and
make money doing it? Then the
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley
is for you! We are looking for
energetic. fun, friendly, outgoing
individuals to lead our day camp
programs as well as specialty
camps. Must be 18 years of
age, enioy working with kids,
have lots of energy and be a
good leader. Benefits include:
making new friends, excellent
resume resource, be a leader to
youth, have lots of fun. Training
is provided. Call 408-869-1010,
Fax 408-351-6477 or Email
YMCAJOB scvymca. org for
more information.
DO YOU LOVE SPORTS? Do
you love kids? Do fun & athletic
stuff with 6 year old Los Gatos
boy. 10-15 flex hours per week.
Excellent salary. Fax resume
356-9551 or phone 888-5449.
NOW HIRING RECREATION
Leaders $9-$11/hr, flex hours.
weekdays. Won( with children in
the Los Gatos - Saratoga Area.
Contact Damon @ 408-354-8700
SUMMER CAMP Counselors
Directors Southwest YMCA
in Saratoga is hiring for the
summer. Excellent benefits. call
408-608-6833

EMPLOYMENT
Education/schools

Name

Faulans_y_ilacmers1

20 a consecutive issues receive 10% off.
40 + consecutive issues. receive 20% off.
50 consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

hp code

Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

HEALTH / BEAUTY

TUTORING SERVICE

SERVICES

SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS is
hiring P/T Teachers & Assistants.
2-6pm, M -F and a F/T Director
DIRECTOR Fit 15 ECE units
with four years of experience or
BA in Child Development with
one year of experience
TEACHER P/T: 6 - 9 ECE units.
ASSISTANTS P/T: No experience necessary. Soc Rec., or
Psych units OK
1
Please call Maria Hernandea
at 408-379-3200 x 21
’
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8
school seeks responsible individuals for extended daycare
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous expenence with chridren preferred
Please call 244-1968 X 16
*TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS*
P/T Instructors Elem Schools
Degree/Credenbal NOT Required
Opportunity for teaching exp.
Need Car VM. (408) 287-4170
ext 408 EOE/AAE
TEACHER FOR KIDSPARK, a
quality recreabon program serving 2-12 year olds Must enjoy
leading art. games and group
activities FLEX HOURS, days.
eam
eves. weekends
environment Benefits available,
ECE units preferred. FAX
resume to 408-260-7366. Email
kidspark 0 kidspark -centers.com,
or call for interview 408-260-7929.

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost

SHARED HOUSING

WANTED

Lost and Found’
Announcements
Phone
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Events
Spartan Daily Classifieds
_Volunteers
San Jose State University
_For Sale
San Jose, CA 95192-0140
_Autos For Sale
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209.
_Electronics
Deadline: 10.00 a.m. two weekdays before publication
Wanted
All ads are prepaid. No refunds on canceled ads
Employment
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
Opportunthes
? QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
CO A State

HOUSING

TRAVEL

Please check
,/
one classification:

Address

INSURANCE

WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
AND
LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
LOVE CHILDREN??
Lowest Down Payment
TOP PAY!
Easy Payment Plan
Immediate perm/temp positions
Good Student Discount
as Teachers or Assistants at
ECE & After School Programs, International Dnver Welcomed
No Driver Refused
(408) 287-3222
Call for Free Quotes
PE ASSIST. ii/OR DAY CARE
408-272-0312
helper needed ASAPI Worker
pnninsurOaol.com
needs to be energetic, like to PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
work with kids in grades K-8.
some knowledge/experience of
sport and the self confidence to
take charge. Both jobs are M -F
The PE job pays $500 per SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
month & the hours are 1-3pm. Live in luxury & walk to school!
The Day Care lob pays $12/hr We offer a pool, spa. sauna. full
from 3-6pm. COMBINE THE gym, on -site management, all
JOBS & also get benefits! Call appliances included, central A/C.
Stop by today for a tour.
Sandy at Sacred Heart School,
Open Monday thru Saturday.
408-867.6221 ext 142
THE COLONNADE
DIRECTOR FOFI KIDS PARK, 201 So. 4th St. 408-279-3639
a quality recreabon program
serving
2-12
year
olds.
Responsibilities include program implementation, daily WWWEASYROOMMATE.COM
operations & staff development. Find Rooms & Roommates Onine
Requires 30. hours/week, Must al Roommate Matching Service
meet State of CA Title 22
FREE to search 100’s ads,
Regulations Flexible schedule
FREE to place your AD,
days, eves, weekends. Team
environment. Benefits avail, FAX
resume to 408-260-7366. Email
kidspark kidspark-centers .com
or call for interview 408-260-7929. PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call BIRTHRIGHT
408-241-8444 or 800-550-4900
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
FREE / CONFIDENTIAL
Spec. Ed & Regular Class,
$9.53-13.53/hr. Saratoga School
IN PAIN? CAR ACCIDENT
Dist Call 867-3424 x504 for info
Sport Injury, Work Injury
& application. Immediate Need
Chiropractic Health Care
Ask Nicole Ha (408) 821-5363

WORD PROCESSING

UlUOILIQUU1ULia:ILILICILIQUUQUJULILIQUILIUCILI
UUCILILICIUCILQUIQUILILIQUIDULIQUI:10:111:11ZIOCIOILli
LUILIDUCILIQUILIULIUCIGIQUILIJULIUQULILICILia:11L11
Five
Days
$13

AUTO FOR SALE

SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool and School Age
Teachers and Aides PT & FT 97 PONTIAC FIREBIRD Red
with excellent benefits Flexible Converbble 5 spd Immaculate
& fun environment! Please call Warranty $16.950 obo 732-5324
Tina 0 370-1877 x 29

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3-iine minimum
Four
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
Days
$11
3 lines
$9
$5
$7

PHN: 408-924-3277

YMCA
Directors, Assistant Directors,
Teachers, Aides, Rec Leaders
Thinking about a career working
with children or teens? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
hiring Center Directors, Assist.
Directors, Teachers. Aides. and
Elementary After-School RecreYOUR PERSONALITY
ation Leaders for our After
determines your happiness.
School Enrichment Centers.
PROFESSIONAL
Know
why? Call 1-800-293-6463
Prograrns located throughout San
WORD PROCESSING
for your free personality test
Jose, Cupertino, Santa Clara,
Theses, Term Papers,
Los Gatos, Saratoga, Campbell. New Smile Choice Dental Plan
Group Projects. etc.
Evergreen, Milpitas & Benyessa, (includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
All formats. including APA.
Full & Part-Time positions avail- year, Save 30% - 60%. For info
Experienced. Dependable
able - hours flexible around
Quick Retum.
call 1-800-655-3225 or
school. Fun staff teams, gcreat
Call Linda (408) 264-4504
ww.v.studentdental.com or
expenence in working with hilwww.goldenwestdental.com
dren, career advancement,
excellent FT/PT benefits and
training opportunities. Teachers
ENGLISH EXCELLENCE
require minimum 6 units in ECE,
Improve essays, research
Educ, Rec, Psych, Soc, Phys
SPRING BREAK
wnbng skills, advanced reading
Ed &/or other related fields. For
Best deals to Cancun, Cabo
comprehension for literature
more information & locations
San Lucas & Rosanto Beach.
interpretation. $50/hour,
YMCA Job Hotline 408-869-1010
Call 888-295-9669
(408) 269-2436,
Fax your resume to 408-351-6477 www.mexicospringbreak.com
ee 101 0 gateway.net
Email: YMCAjob@scvymca.org
FLY SUMMER 4 WINTER SS!
ACTION DAY NURSERIES /
Europe $448 rt (+tx)
Pans, Ams, Dus, & more
PRIMARY PLUS seekin Infant
Toddler & Preschool Teachers 4standby.com or 800-397-1098
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
& Aides. FfT & PfT positions
to get $$PAID$$ to lose up
available. Substitute positions
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days
are also available that offer
Natural Guaranteed
flexible hours. ECE units are
Call (408) 793-5256
ADDR.COM
required for Teacher positions
Leading
Web
Hosting
and
Web
but not req for Aide positions.
WANTED! SMART PEOPLE
Design
Company
Excellent opportunity for Child
to advertise in the
Development majors. Please Immediate Account Activabon
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Packages start at $7.95/mo
call Cathy for an interview at
SalesOaddr.com
408-244-1968 or fax resume to
408-248.7350

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FoR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATEN CALI, 408-924-3277

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
Certain advdisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or odd 000000 for
informtion.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information bfore sending
money for goods or services.
In edditIon, noodles should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
a coupons for discount
vocations or merchand I se.

TELEMARKETING part/full-Orne
Newspaper subscnptions Hourly
+ bonus Weekend shifts avail.
5 blocks from SJSU, near it. rail.
Media Promobons, 408/494-0200.

ED

..,to

Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Sauce
seasoning
5 Ancient Mexican
10 Campus building
14 - Mountains of
Europe
15 Baseball great
Yogi 16 "Understood!"
17 Stnnged
instrument
18 Fond out
19 Pygmalion"
author
hove
"
22 Minnesota Fats
hangout
24 Feed (a fore)
25 Zonked out
26 Wanes
28 Water nymph
32 Narrow margin
35 FedEx
competitor
37 Deal with
38 Turkish tele
39 Missoun nver
41 Many many
42
45
46
47
48
50
54
58
61
62
63
65
66
67
68
69
70

YPelaarces lane
Hawaii souvenir
Droops
Plateaus
Streetcar
Makes fun of
Windy
Lava makers
Incapacitate
Asian nurse
Bizarre
Fitness centers
Not all
Imagine
Wnter Wiesel
Frog’s cousin
Mountain
curves
71 Cincinnati none
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DOWN
Luau dances
Burst forth
Proportion
More dreary
Skillfully
Last letter
Snares
Actor Flynn
Birchbark craft
Clean-up tool
Industnal safety
agcy
Genuine
Whimper
Johnny -Singer Home
Cleopatra’s
snakes
Channel marker
Brainstorm
Easy as falling
off Cozy rooms
Injure
Chills and fever

34 McKellen and
Astbury
36 Baseballer
Magi*
37 He has "wilr
power
40 Acquires
43 Baby-sat
44 On the briny
46 More
complacent
49 Long, long 51 Battery part
52 Becomes
disenchanted
53 Senator
Ketauver
55 Fashion
56 Shy
57 Votes in favor
58 Enorrnous
59 Melville novel
60 Tibetan monk
61 Bottom edges
64 Actress Dawn Chong
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Spartans take second place in consolation bracket
By George Moore
DAILY STAFF WRITER

It felt as if spring had arrived
early, providing sunny skies for
the 15th annual National Invitational Softball Tournament at
Twin Creeks Sports Complex in
Sunnyvale, which was played Friday through Sunday.
The San Jose State University
softball team played eight games
in three days, but carne up one
victory short of becoming consolation champion, and improved
their overall record to 13-14.
The tournament, involving 13
colleges from across the country,
began with two games of poolplay Friday. The Spartans were II, placing them in a three-way tie
for the last position in the championship bracket.
The Spartans won the
tiebreaker because of run differential, but head coach Dee Dee
Enabenter chose to take the
fourth seed, which placed SJSU
in the consolation bracket.
"I thought we played lousy yesterday (Friday) and didn’t
deserve to go into the championship bracket," Enabenter said.
By day’s end on Sunday, however, Enabenter thought the team
deserved to be in the champion
bracket, based on their performance.
Teams that were 2-0 Friday
were placed in championship
bracket play, while teams that
were 0-2, and some that were 1-1,
were placed in the consolation
bracket.
The first game Saturday was
against the crosstown rival Santa
Clara Broncos.
The first game remained scoreless until the bottom of the sixth
inning when SJSU shortstop
Becca Baldridge led off with a
single up the middle.
After a sacrifice bunt by second baseman Amy Walter, catcher
Roxanne Staniorski knocked a

Ilink Kocina

Spartan pitcher Candice Akin throws out a University of Santa Clara runner at the National Invitational Softball Tournament. Akin combined with Sabrina Quintero to throw a six-hit shutout against the
Broncos on Saturday.
grounder past the Bronco shortstop, allowing Baldridge to score
from second.
The Spartans scored one more
run in the inning, making the
final 2-0.
In their second game in bracket-play the Spartans lost 2-1
against Southern Illinois University.

Spartan pitcher Sabrina Quintero struck out nine batters and
Southern Illinois pitcher Erin
Stremsterfer struck out 10 Spartan batters.
Quintero said the lack of
offense was key to the loss.
"We can’t win unless we score
runs," Quintero said. "Southern
Illinois did a good job of executing

something we couldn’t do
when we had runners on base."
The loss forced SJSU into a
bracket that added two extra
games to its quest for the consolation championship and added
some pressure, because one more
loss meant the team would be
sent home.
In Game 3, the Spartans

scored two runs in the second and
Candice Akin was the startagain in the fifth against UC ing pitcher for the Spartans
Santa Barbara to give them a 4-0 and allowed one run in seven
lead.
innings. But that was all the
Christine Akin pitched five Salukis needed.
scoreless innings before her sisAkin offered clutch pitching
ter Candice relieved her after in the bottom of the second
she walked the first two batters inning, retiring three batters
in the bottom of the sixth. Can- with runners threatening on
dice gave up one run in relief to second and third.
make the final score 4-1.
The run that proved to be the
On Sunday, the Spartans game winner for the Salukis
faced Santa Clara again the
came in the bottom of the third
results not much different from with two outs and runners or.
Saturday.
first and third.
Ramos went 4-for-4 with two
Stremsterfer helped her cause
RBIs in the 3-1 Spartan victory. by smacking a single between
"I felt pretty confident and third base and shortstop, allowcomfortable at bat today," ing first baseman Netty HallaRamos said. "I just want to stay han to score easily from third.
relaxed and focused for the
The Spartans’ last scoring
remainder of the games."
opportunity came in the top of the
Ramos carried the momen- seventh when a walk, an error and
tum of her four-hit performance a wild pitch allowed Spartan runinto Game 5 against Sacramen- ners to advance to second and
to State University with two third.
solid singles in her first two atBut Salukis head coach Kerri
bats.
Blaylock decided it was time for a
After Sacramento State change.
scored four runs in the top of
With two outs, she called Katie
the first inning, the Spartans lit Kloess to relieve Stremsterfer for
up the scoreboard with seven the final batter, Baldridge, who
runs of their own in the bottom struck out swinging.
of the inning.
Enabenter said the team is still
Candice Akin was the start- learning and will always look to
ing pitcher, but was replaced by get better.
her sister Christine in the first
Her decision to play in the coninning after giving up the four solation bracket may have
runs. Christine pitched six allowed the team to play more
scoreless innings in the Spar- games, but she had mixed feelings
tans 7-4 victory.
after the final game on Sunday.
The win meant SJSU would
"We don’t want to settle for
have to beat the Southern Illi- putting some wins together when
nois Salukis to become the con- we probably should have been on
solation champions.
the other side of the bracket," she
The stage was set for a said.
rematch with the team that
The University of California
fbrced the Spartans to play two Golden Bears defeated the Iowa
extra games after losing Satur- Hawkeyes 1-0 in the bottom of
day to the Salukis.
the ninth inning to win the chamThe Spartans had to face pionship Sunday.
Salukis pitcher Stremsterfer
The Spartans’ next contest is
once again and only managed scheduled for 1 p.m. today at
one hit. leaving seven runners SJSU Field against Miami Unistranded on base.
versity of Ohio.

Hobbled tennis team looking for players to fill thin roster
which include playing professionally and playing for the University of
Florida.
The 10-year veteran coach said
SJSU’s tennis program began to
gain recognition after finishing the
2000 season with a 13-11 record.
Despite being halfway through
the 2001 season, Nguyen said the
team is still accepting players.
In order to play for SJSU, players
must have either high school, junior
college or tournament experience.
"The more bodies we get, the better," Nguyen said.
Normally, recruiting is done offcampus but because the season has

started, the players must currently
be registered for SJSU classes,
Nguyen said.
Aside from the tennis experience,
the players must have a minimum
2.0 GPA.
The Spartans’ No. 1 singles player, Caroline Stenman, said the team
is looking for motivated players who
can practice daily and lift weights
on a weekly basis.
’They need to be willing to play
and willing to practice," said Stenman.
Along with the games and practices, the team also travels and has
six games that are out-of-state.

Lampley named player of the year

Or_un &fissile

By Clarissa Aljentera
DAILY STAFF EDITOR

The Spartan women’s tennis
team is looking for a few good
women to complement its already
established core of six players.
Spartan head coach Ang-Dao
Nguyen said if her team was about
eight or 10 players deep, it wouldn’t
have to play injured athletes.
Junior tennis player Helen Van
has skipped practice for the past
month and only played in matches
because of her shinsplints, Nguyen
said.
"We have a total of six players,"

WALNUT CREEK (AP)
California forward Sean Lampley
has been voted the Pac-10 men’s
basketball player of the year by
conference coaches, Commissioner Tom Hansen announced Monday.
Lampley led the conference in
scoring with 19.7 points per game
and ranked seventh with 7.2

Nguyen said. "We are going to keep
an eye on her injury."
"It won’t be better until she rests
and she doesn’t want to just stop,"
Nguyen said.
Nguyen said if the Spartans play
without one of their players during
a match, they automatically lose
two points, and a team needs four to
win.
Nguyen, who teaches three
human performance tennis classes,
has looked toward her students and
taken out an ad in the Spartan
Daily in search of talent.
Last semester, two players left
SJSU to explore other options,

rebounds per game. The senior is
Cal’s all-time leading scorer with
1,763 points and becomes the
school’s fourth winner of the
award.
University of Oregon guard
Luke Ridnour was named Pac-10
freshman of the year, and UCLA’s
Steve Lavin was named the conference’s coach of the year.
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Other membei s of the first
team were: guard Gilbert Arenas
and forward Michael Wright of
Arizona; forward Bryan Bracey of
Oregon; center Jason Collins, forward Jarron Collins, and
guard/forward Casey Jacobsen of
Stanford; forward Jason Kapono
and guard Earl Watson of UCLA;
and forward Sam Clancy of USC.

American tient
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DONATION
Shareyour life. Share your decision
ora her Nortnon. about Organ 14 1-nsin
Donation, all 1400355-SHAR
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$2500-$5000
Scholarships

YOUR

Now seeking scholarship applicants for the
London
Paris
Amsterdam
Tokyo

$381
$434
$490
$562

Robert and Ellen Baron
Student Leadership Award
Open to:

Fe,. elf ,r.srOtrp hatnrt.rx
WON
r.. ,re .ncireed cat 1101 7580

Undergraduate students with at least 50 units completed as of January 31, 2001
and Graduate students.

415.391.8407
36 Geary St.
San Francisco
S TA

TRAVEL

Nit VI: BEEN THERE.

www.statravel.com

San Jose State

Requirements:
Completion of the MU General Scholarships Application
3.0 GPA and above
Leadership Essay about your service to SJSU and/or your community.

UNIVERSITY

Applications are available on-line at: http://scholarships.sjsu.edu
Deadline for submission of applications is Wednesday, March 15, 2001.
An interview may be required at a later date.
Call Maureen Evans at (408) 924-6095 for more information.

Players come from France, England and Sweden to battle it out on
the courts at SJSU.
Nguyen said international players have various opportunities in
the United States that don’t exist in
their home countries.
SJSU has offered full-ride scholarships and the opportunity to travel, Nguyen said.
"It is a great opportunity for students who are already here,"
Nguyen said.
The Spartans are set to play
Gonzaga at 2 p.m. today at the Los
Gatos Racquet Club.

Want to FLY?
www.flying20.com
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"You spend a lot of time traveling
and spend a lot of time playing, but
we also need a focused individual,"
Stenman said.
Junior Suzi Riley, who played at
Fresno City Junior College for two
years before she transferred to
SJSU, left behind her family in Australia to join her new teammates at
SJSU.
’Phis is a good group of girls,"
Riley said. "This is an international
team, and everyone is from a different country. There is a good mix on
the court because it is a different
sense of style."

-become a pilot
-flight instnict Flyinit Twenty Flitht Club
more info-

408-975-0765
snikaliton34iiics.cosn
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